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What appears under your feet is at least as important
as the entire interior décor, because the quality of
the floor covering in your company or living room
influences experience of the interior as a whole. Stains
and worn patches adversely affect the impressions
your company makes and are taken into account
in assessments of your company, consciously or
unconsciously.
A Natural Stone Carpet gets its unique decorative
character from individual, 2 to 3 millimetre natural
river gravel. These stones are dredged from river beds
throughout Europe and are screened multiple times for
size, shape and quality to create a mix that provides a
balance for application, aesthetics and maintenance.
The gravel is dyed in over two hundred shades of
colour and any colour can be achieved using the RAL
system. These stones are then mixed on site with an
epoxy resin and are subsequently processed by our
professional floor fitters into a level and seamless
floor. We can mix any colour combinations or translate
elegant designs from plans into a finished product. This
unique composition results in a combination of distinct
properties.
Due to its many variations and manageable properties,
Natural Stone Carpets Commercial flooring is for every
room. From the reception, to the office showroom,
and right up to the management boardroom. Natural
Stone Carpets are the ideal covering. Custom made
floor covering has seldom been so effective. Corporate
logos and design details can be installed to make your
area unique and eye catching. By installing a Natural
Stone Carpet you will combine the appearance and
warmth of fabric floor covering with the practical
cleaning possibilities of tiles.
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Properties
- Solvent free
- High non slip properties
- Colourfast
- Excellent heat retention properties
- Low maintenance seamless finish
Colours
- Over 200 standard colours
- Any colour can be produced using the RAL system
- 1000’s of possible combinations
Thickness
- 6mm – 8mm ( depending on grain size )
Applications
- Reception areas
- Offices
- Showrooms
- Car Showrooms
- Nursing Homes
- Interpretative Centre’s
- Credit Union

Unit 8, Swords Business Park,
Swords, Co. Dublin
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